"A continuous function <p defined on F is the Fourier-Stieltjes transform of a finite (regular) measure on G if and only if there is a constant A such that for every trigonometric polynomial P(x) = Jl Ci(-x, 7,), 7< E r, the relation ||p||M^l implies | Scf<p(Y»)| ^A."
If we take^4=sup| 2C»^(7»)| where the sup is over all polynomials p for which 11 p\ \ x ^ 1, then whatever be e > 0, there is a polynomial p(x) = }~2 Ci(-x, y{), 7,-E r, such that ||p|U^l and | 2>,^(Yi)| >A-e.
A splitting of the last property gives very simple (mutually exclusive) characterizations of the transform of a singular or an absolutely continuous measure. We prove the following theorems: Theorem 1. A continuous /unction <p defined on T is the FourierStieltjes trans/orm 0/ a singular measure on G i/ and only i/ there is a constant A such that (i) /or every trigonometric polynomial p(x) = ^ c,(-x, 7,), 7,Er, the relation \\p\\"^l implies | ^c,^(7,)| ^A;
(iis) whatever be e>0 and the compact set K in T there is a polynomial P(x) = Z ct(-x, 7,), 7.' ET, yiE K, such that H^lla^l and \ 2~lc>v(yi)\ >A-e.
Theorem 2. A continuous /unction <p defined on V is the trans/orm 0/ an absolutely continuous measure on G i/ and only i/ (i) there is a constant A such that /or every polynomial (iia) whatever be e> 0 there is a compact set K in V such that for every polynomial p(x) = ^Z c«(-x, y,-), y^Gr, y^K, the relation ||p[|M^l implies \ 2Zc,v(7,-)| <e.
Proof of Theorem 1.
Necessity of (iis). Let (piy) = A,(y) where ps is singular and \\us\\ =A.
Let e>0 and the compact set K in T he given. There is a polynomial rix) = zZbii-x,y<), yj ET, Hence ||/||i>^t-€. Now consider the measure dp. = dp.s-f( Since e>0 is arbitrary, relations (1) and (2), (3) and (4) prove the necessity of (iis).
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Sufficiency o/ (i) and (iis). We know already by Bochner's theorem that <p is the transform of a regular finite measure p, where ||ju|| =A. We show that p is singular. Let dp = dps+g(x)dx be the Lebesgue decomposition of p. e>0 being given, there is an hEL1(G), whose transform h vanishes outside some compact set K, and such that \\g~h\\i<e. Put dv = dp -h(x)dx = dp,+ (g -h)dx. Then 0(7) coincides with (p(y) outside K. Put ^4, = ||ju,||. By (iis) there is a polynomial P(x) = Z Ci(-x, y<), 7< € K, such that ||p||»^l and | Zc«(<?(Y»)-%.)) + Zc>£.(7i)| >A -e.
The l.h.s. is at most A,+e. Therefore, As+e^A -e, i.e., As^A-2e.
Since AS^A we conclude A3 = A and therefore ||g||i = 0. Thus /* is singular and the proof is complete.
Proof of Theorem 2.
Necessity 0/ (iia). Let cp be the transform / of some /EL1 (G) and let «>0 be given. This proves the necessity of (iia). Sufficiency of (i) and (iia). We know already that <p is the transform p. of some finite measure on G. Let dp = dps+f(x)dx be the Lebesgue decomposition of p. Put j4, = ||ju,||. Let e>0 be given. Let Ki be the compact set in T associated to e by (iia), and let K2 be the compact set associated to e and the absolutely continuous measure f(x)dx by the necessity just proved. Put K = Ki^JK2. By Theorem 1 there is a polynomial p(x)-Z ct(-x, y(), JiET, y^K, such that H^H^^l and I ZC«M«(7<)| >A, -e. Also, | Zc<v(7t)| <£ since KiEK and I ZC>/(T»)| <6 since KiEK-We conclude a. -* < I Z cMyi) I = I Z cMyt) -f(yi)) I < 2e,
i.e., ^4s<3e. Since e is arbitrary, we conclude ^4a = 0 so thatd/u8 = 0 and p. is absolutely continuous. This completes the proof of the theorem.
